
Black Market Poaching 

Last year, New York Gov. Andrew Cuomo signed a ban on commercial sales and 

purchases of ivory and rhinoceros horn. 

That ban was just one in a series of encouraging signs that lawmakers and law 

enforcement are serious about stopping illegal wildlife trade around the world. Last year, 

the Obama administration issued a proposal to implement a near-complete ban on the 

ivory trade in the United States. Just last week, China imposed a one-year ban on ivory 

imports. And this month the Kenyan government burned 15 tons of its ivory stockpiles.  

Still, current estimates are that 96 elephants die at the hands of poachers in Africa each 

day. And researchers found that 65 percent of the population of forest elephants (just 

one of the subspecies of elephants in Africa) had been killed between 2002 and 2013.   

Today a single elephant tusk might fetch $21,000. In Asia, African ivory may represent a 

$165 million to $188 million annual market.  And the black market for rhino horn might 

be even more lucrative; the material can sell for $65,000 per kilogram, making it more 

expensive than gold. The possibility of such high rewards has driven a huge increase in 

poaching. Last year alone, a record 1,215 rhinos were killed in South Africa. 

Many biologists may shy away from putting monetary values on animals considered 

priceless, but others are looking at the problem of wildlife crime through an economic 

lens.   It sounds cynical and cold, but if a species can pay for itself, it will be protected.  

Mountain gorillas and giant pandas are two good case studies. 

http://www.livescience.com/42654-nyc-illegal-ivory-hearing.html
http://www.livescience.com/42654-nyc-illegal-ivory-hearing.html
http://www.fws.gov/international/travel-and-trade/ivory-ban-questions-and-answers.html
http://www.livescience.com/44333-vietnam-may-destroy-ivory.html
http://www.livescience.com/27320-elephants.html


New Zealand Penguins 

Archaeological evidence shows that the first humans to arrive in New Zealand treated 

the islands like a giant buffet. Seals and sea lions were on the menu, but the main 

course was giant birds. With no land mammals present in the area before humans 

arrived, birds ruled the islands, with a huge predatory eagle at the top of the food chain. 

The first Pacific Islanders arrived in the late 13th century, and within 200 years, about 

40 percent of the islands' bird species had vanished.  Rats traveling with the settlers 

drove the extinction of smaller bird species, while human hunters vanquished the 

megafauna, including the nine species of large, flightless moa.  

Similar species soon claimed the abandoned habitat, researchers are now finding. New 

DNA evidence and radiocarbon dating of penguin bones and fossils show the 

replacements arrived remarkably fast. 

According to the new study, the waitaha penguin went extinct in about 1487. Within 20 

to 30 years, yellow-eyed penguins had started colonizing the waitaha's coastal niches.  

So how did the interlopers survive the hunters? 

It turns out that people on the South Island nearly went extinct from their own voracious 

appetites. The human population crashed around 1500, and the Polynesian-Maori 

people abandoned the southern third of that island. At the same time, the humans 

changed their diet. Instead of subsisting on food from the land, they got most of their 

protein from fish and shellfish.  

http://www.livescience.com/44291-humans-to-blame-for-giant-birds-extinction.html
http://www.livescience.com/44291-humans-to-blame-for-giant-birds-extinction.html
http://www.livescience.com/48055-new-zealand-colonization-canoes-climate.html
http://www.livescience.com/48055-new-zealand-colonization-canoes-climate.html


How Hunting and Birding are Helping Wildlife 

What inspires people to support conservation? As concerns grow about the 

sustainability of our modern society, this question becomes more important. A new 

study by researchers at Cornell University provides one simple answer: bird watching 

and hunting. This survey of conservation activity among rural landowners in Upstate 

New York considered a range of possible predictors such as gender, age, education, 

political ideology, and beliefs about the environment. All other factors being equal, bird 

watchers are about five times as likely, and hunters about four times as likely, as non-

recreationists to engage in wildlife and habitat conservation. Both bird watchers and 

hunters were more likely than non-recreationists to enhance land for wildlife, donate to 

conservation organizations, and advocate for wildlife-all actions that significantly impact 

conservation success. 

The contributions of individuals who identified as both bird watchers and hunters were 

even more pronounced. On average, this group was about eight times more likely than 

non-recreationists to engage in conservation. 

Wildlife managers often discuss direct and indirect links between wildlife recreation and 

conservation.  But these new findings not only validate this connection, but reveal the 

unexpected strength of the conservation-recreation relationship. 

One take-home message is clear: The more time we spend in nature, the more likely we 

are to protect it. 

  



Whale Wisdom 

Menopause is a downright bizarre trait among animals. It's also rare. Outside of the 

human species, only the female members of two whale species outlive their 

reproductive lives in such a major way. Female killer whales typically become mothers 

between the ages of 12 and 40, but they can live for more than 90 years. By 

comparison, males of the species rarely make it past 50. Now, researchers have new 

evidence to explain why, evolutionarily speaking, these select female whales live so 

remarkably long. Older individuals serve as key leaders, directing younger members of 

whale society, and especially their own sons, to the best spots for landing tasty meals of 

salmon. In so doing, older females help their kin to survive. This leadership role takes 

on special significance in difficult years when salmon are harder to come by. 

So the benefit of prolonged life after reproduction is that post-reproductive individuals 

act as repositories of ecological knowledge. 

To understand why menopause is such a great mystery, it's important to recall that 

evolution is all about reproduction and survival. Traits that enable individuals to pass 

more of their genes onto the next generation win out. The question, then, was how to 

explain the fact that killer whale females could live for decades beyond their ability to 

pass on any genes to future generations directly. 

Now it is understood that menopause evolved in the whales because those females 

help to ensure the survival and reproductive success of their younger kin. 

  



Mosquito Legs 

Small semi-aqueous arthropods, such as mosquitoes and water striders, are free to go 

about their waterborne business thanks to their unique leg-based adaptations, which 

repel water and allow them to float freely on the surface. By examining the forces that 

the segments of mosquito legs generate against a water surface, scientists have 

unraveled the mechanical logic that allows the mosquitoes to walk on water. 

Mosquitoes land on still bodies of water to lay their eggs just under the surface, where 

the embryos will hatch and develop into a pupa, eventually emerging from the water as 

a mature adult to continue the cycle. 

A mosquito leg consists of three segments coated in grid-like, microscopic hydrophobic 

scales: a stiff femur juts out from the insect's abdomen and connects at a joint to an 

equally stiff tibia, which branches into a long, flexible tarsus.  

And scientists found that the insect's ability to float on water -- generating an upward 

force of twenty times its own body weight with its six legs -- is owed entirely to the 

tarsus's buoyant horizontal contact with the surface. 

By reducing the total surface area of the leg in contact with water, the adhesive force of 

the water on the insect is greatly reduced, which assists in takeoff. 

The structural ability of the tarsus to achieve such a large supporting force per unit 

length, however, remains an ongoing research endeavor. 

 



Orangutan Vocalizations 

When danger lurks, orangutans warn their kin with vocalizations and new research 

shows that the animals sometimes cup their hands around their muzzles, making these 

call louder and deeper. 

The finding suggests that orangutans know how to change their sounds by using 

another part of their body, a behavior once thought to be unique to people.  It could be 

that the animals are trying to make themselves sound larger and scarier when predators 

are near. 

"Orangutans are the only known primate besides humans to modify and enhance sound 

production through external manipulation. 

Researchers are used to hearing such alarm calls — sometimes called a "kiss-squeak 

call" — as they walk through the rainforests of Sumatra and Borneo to study 

orangutans.  

Orangutans are the least social of the apes, so it’s thought that they are actually 

communicating with leopards and other predators. The calls are the orangutans' way of 

telling predators, "Don't try to sneak up on me because I've already caught you.” 

The orangutans produce a lower pitch call when they cup their hands in front of their 

mouths, which makes themselves seem larger than they actually are. 

 

 

http://www.livescience.com/5616-orangutans-musical-instrument.html


Glowing Mushrooms 

Years ago while camping in a Costa Rican national park, I saw the craziest thing – glow 

in the dark mushrooms!  I thought I was seeing things! 

But it’s true, some mushrooms evolved the ability to glow in the dark in order to attract 

insects to spread their spores. 

The fruit bodies of fungi are produced to disperse their sexual progeny as spores. Many 

fungi shoot spores into the air from the underside of the mushrooms, relying on moving 

air currents to passively distribute the spores over a wide area.  Some mushrooms, 

such as truffles, use smell. 

Light is also attractive to many insects. Indeed a number of fungi bioluminesce, emitting 

a pale green light. 

Scientists have found that the mushrooms only emit their light at night, turning it off 

during the day.   

To specifically test the glowing effect, experimental “mushrooms” made from clear 

acrylic resin were built. They were equipped with a light emitting diode which operated 

at a similar wavelength to the mushrooms. To the beetles, the light would have looked 

the same.  

The glowing plastic mushrooms attracted these and various other insects sensitive to 

green light, while fewer were attracted to non-illuminated controls. From this we can 

conclude that for these fungi there is a selective advantage to glowing in the dark. 



Whale Walkers 

OK, you may be wondering how a 17-million-year-old beaked whale fossil is helping 

researchers solve a puzzle about the birthplace of humanity in East Africa. 

The whale lived when the East African plateau was substantially lower and covered by 

dense forests.  Scientists have long tried to figure out when the uplift occurred, because 

when it did, the moisture from the Indian Ocean could no longer reach the trees and 

vegetation, and the area turned into a savannah similar to today’s East African habitat. 

Extinct ancestors to modern humans may have lived in trees in East Africa, but after the 

area turned into grassland, these early humans gradually began walking on two feet. 

But the timing of the East African plateau uplift has eluded scientists. The whale fossil 

helps researchers get closer to that date, which likely occurred sometime between 17 

million and 13 million years ago. 

The skull is the oldest known fossil of a beaked whale, and it confounded researchers at 

first. Beaked whales are deep divers that live in the ocean, but the fossil was found 740 

kilometers inland from the present-day East African coast, and at an elevation of 640 

meters. 

Scientists believe the 7 meter long whale lived in the Indian Ocean, but strayed into a 

river that led it into modern-day Kenya.  Little could it ever have imagined that all these 

millions of years later it’s fossilized skull would help unravel how and when early 

humans began to walk upright. 

http://www.livescience.com/24297-early-human-lucy-swung-from-trees.html
http://www.livescience.com/27422-ancient-microcontinent-found.html


Songbird Migration 

Songbirds fitted with tiny electronic backpacks have provided their downloadable 

whereabouts over the course of a migration, revealing the feathery aviators can book 

three times faster than expected.  

Ornithologists tracked 14 wood thrushes and 20 purple martins from their breeding 

grounds in Pennsylvania to their wintering grounds in Central and South America.  

When they retrieved the devices, the researchers found that the birds flew more than 

500 km a day during their northern migration.  For instance, one purple martin flew from 

Brazil in to its breeding colony in the spring in just 13 days.  

The songbirds have more incentive in the spring to chug back to North America where 

they compete for the best real estate for snagging the highest quality mates.  

In fact, the birds took lengthier rest stops during their fall journeys to wintering grounds. 

The results were possible due to a new and lighter tracking technology. Before now, 

satellite tracking devices were so large they could only be used on heftier birds such as 

albatross and penguins. And the only contraption small enough for songbirds had been 

radio transmitters, which require a human to follow the tagged bird in an airplane.  

But scientists keep miniturizing these geolocators, so that the mini backpacks are each 

smaller than a dime and detect light, allowing researchers to estimate a bird's map 

coordinates by recording sunrise and sunset times.  

  

http://www.livescience.com/1850-songbirds-migrate-faster-thought.html
http://www.livescience.com/1850-songbirds-migrate-faster-thought.html
http://www.livescience.com/1850-songbirds-migrate-faster-thought.html


Songbird Mate Selection 

Male songbirds woo females much like the way cell phone companies lure customers. 

If all cell phone companies offered the same packages, it would be easy to compare 

rates and choose the best, quickly driving those with costlier plans out of business. 

Instead, the more expensive providers pitch offerings that are difficult to compare — 

some promise free calls to friends, others present unlimited evening minutes or free 

long distance.  

Likewise, males songbirds that cannot compete at singing one song will switch to 

another to try and trick females. The females comparison-shop for mates just as cell 

phone customers compare plans.  

If a male is a better singer than his opponent, he should match the opponent's song 

type so that it's easy for the female to figure out who's best. 

But if a male knows he is beat, his best bet is to try to fool her by singing something 

totally different.  If she has trouble comparing the two songs, she might make a mistake 

and pick the worse singer. 

In the cases of both the songbirds and the cell phone companies, the customer or 

female bird wants to get the best deal, while advertisers want to sell their product or 

male bird sperm irrespective of whether the customer gets the best deal available or 

not. 

This explains why songbirds evolved to learn how to play a variety of tunes.  

http://www.livescience.com/2558-songbird-serenade-sneaky-sex-strategy.html
http://www.livescience.com/2558-songbird-serenade-sneaky-sex-strategy.html
http://www.livescience.com/1577-good-rhythm-helps-birds-compete.html
http://www.livescience.com/2558-songbird-serenade-sneaky-sex-strategy.html
http://www.livescience.com/683-songbirds-change-tune.html


Blue Blood on Ice 

Did you know that some Antarctic octopus species have blue blood?  Their blue blood 

pigment, haemocyanin, undergoes functional changes to improve the supply of oxygen 

to tissue at sub-zero temperatures.  

Octopods have three hearts and contractile veins that pump 'haemolymph', which is 

highly enriched with the blue oxygen transport protein haemocyanin (which is analogous 

to haemoglobin in vertebrates). 

To find out what makes the haemocyanin of an Antarctic octopus so well-adapted to 

cold water, the researchers collected and analyzed the haemolymph from the most 

abundant Antarctic octopod species and two octopus species collected from warmer 

climates -- a South-east Australian Octopus and a Mediterranean species. 

The Antarctic octopus had the highest concentration of haemocyanin in its blood -- at 

least 40% more compared to the other species.   

This ability may help the Antarctic octopod tolerate warmer temperatures in addition to 

the cold, and may link to the life style of the species, which is also reported to reside in 

warmer shallow waters and rock pools. 

Considering the strong warming trend at the Antarctic Peninsula, this species may 

eventually benefit from its capacity to adjust blood oxygen supply to more variable 

temperatures than other species. 

 



Baboon Friends Swap Gut Germs 

The warm soft folds of the intestines are teeming with thousands of species of bacteria. 

Collectively known as the gut microbiome, these microbes help break down food, 

synthesize vitamins, regulate weight and resist infection. If they're so key to health, what 

factors shape an individual's gut microbial makeup? 

Previous studies have pointed to the food we eat, the drugs we take, genetics, even our 

house dust. Now, a new study in baboons suggests that relationships may play a role, 

too. 

Researchers studied social interactions, eating habits and bacteria in the feces of 48 

wild baboons from two groups living near Mount Kilimanjaro in Kenya.  

Poop contains a goldmine of data.  And Ninety-eight percent of the DNA in poop doesn't 

come from the animal itself or the foods they eat -- it's bacterial. 

Using powerful sequencing machines to tease out each microbe's unique genetic 

signature, the researchers identified nearly 1,000 bacterial species thriving in the 

baboons' bowels. 

They found that baboons from the same troop had more similar gut microbes than 

baboons from different troops, and that baboons who groomed each other more often 

shared more similar sets of gut microbes. 

This is another way that social relationships can influence your health – sometimes 

they're important for the transmission of microbes that are potentially good for you. 



 


